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THE "ANTI-DIVORCE" BOOK FOR COUPLES WHO ARE COMMITTED TO MAKING "I DO" LAST

FOR A LIFETIME  Robert Stephan Cohen believes that no marriage is half as complicated as a

divorce -- and with three decades of experience as a high-profile divorce lawyer, he should know! In

Reconcilable Differences, he gives couples the keys to navigating conflicts before they become

roadblocks to marital harmony.  Cohen begins by identifying the seven "Universal Differences" that

often lead to conflict but don't necessarily signal the end of the union:  Parallel Lives *

Communication * Sex * Money *  Infidelity * Transitions * In-laws/Family  With the cool,

compassionate voice of a trusted adviser, he then explains that there are three phases of conflict:

Warning signs -- the early tip-offs that trouble is brewing; Crimes and misdemeanors -- actions

guaranteed to raise tempers; and Reconciliation -- the process of getting back on track. Drawing on

countless case histories, Cohen reveals how to put these differences behind you and move forward

-- together.
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There are few times more miserable in life when the person who once made you feel best ab out

yourself and your life, becomes the one who now makes you feel worst about both. Like it or not,

human beings often learn more from what they do wrong than what they do right. What better

vantage point to identify what goes wrong in a marriage and what can make it go right and how to

prevent the mess in the first place than from a compassionate, plain-talking (vs. psychobabbling)

matrimonial lawyer who has seen them all and who is honest enough to talk about his own personal



shortcomings from his own marriage. Buy, read and re-read "Reconcilable Differences" so you

never have to hire a lawyer like Mr. Cohen.

Written by a matrimonial lawyer, the seven customary problem areas given as justification for

divorce: parallel lives; communication; sexual compatibility; money; infidelity; transitions; in-laws and

family are all addressed as-- reconcilable, and he gives many specific examples of concrete action.It

might be useful to remember that when you need a matrimonial attorney or a so-called "therapist,"

you are at a difficult time of life when your ability to process a give and take discussion (and receive

advice completely and accurately) may be far from optimal.So, why not read what he has to say--on

your own time ?

i read a clip of this book in a magazine and knew i had to have it....i live with my boyfriend ( we are

in our mid 30's ) and i realize all the mistakes ive made in the past...i am confident that we will

always work through out struggles...thanks a million...susan torres
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